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Why Multilingual NLP?

Speaking more languages means communicating with more people…
...and reaching more users and customers...



Why Multilingual NLP and Multilingual Dialogue?
...but there are more profound and democratic reasons to work in this area:

● decreasing the digital divide
● dealing with inequality of information (access)
● mitigating cross-cultural biases
● deploying language technology for underrepresented languages, 

dialects, minorities; societal impact
● understanding cross-linguistic differences

“95% of all languages in use today will never gain traction online”  (Andras Kornai)

“The limits of my language online mean the limits of my world?”

Source: http://labs.theguardian.com/digital-language-divide/

http://labs.theguardian.com/digital-language-divide/


Why Multilingual NLP?

Inequality of information and representation can also affect how we understand places, events, 
processes...

We’re in Zagreb searching for...

...jatetxea (EU) ...restaurants (EN)...éttermek (HU)



English Dialogue Systems
A successful conversational agent must (at least 
implicitly) perform:
● Automatic speech recognition (ASR)
● Language analysis:

○ Language modeling, spelling correction
○ Syntactic analysis: POS tagging, parsing
○ Semantic analysis: named entity recognition, event detection, 

semantic role labeling, WSD
○ Coreference resolution, entity linking, commonsense reasoning, 

world knowledge
● Dialog modeling:

○ Natural language understanding, intent detection, language 
generation, dialog state tracking

● Information Search and QA
● Text-to-Speech



Multilingual Dialogue Systems?

According to Ethnologue there are 7,000+ living 
languages

What about language varieties and dialects?

What about “social media” languages and slang?

What about “all those domains”?



The Long Tail of Data

Even getting “raw” unannotated data is 
problematic for many languages…



NER with mBERT on 99 languages
(Wu and Dredze, 2020)

The Long Tail of Data Means Inequality

MT for major versus minor languages
(Blasi et al, 2022)



Are All Languages Created Equal?

Most languages are “Left-Behinds” 
[Joshi et al., ACL-20; Blasi et al., ACL-22]

Is creating equitable language technology 
across different languages then even possible? 

Can we at least try to ‘approximate’ equality?



● Many NLP tasks and domains share common 
knowledge about language (e.g. linguistic 
representations, structural similarities)

● Languages and domains share common 
structure (on the lexical, syntactic, and 
semantic level)

● Annotated data is rare, make use of as much 
supervision as available

● Empirically, transfer learning has resulted in 
SOTA for many supervised NLP tasks (e.g. 
classification, information extraction, QA, etc)

Image courtesy of Yulia Tsvetkov

What Can We Do in Multilingual and Multi-Domain Setups?



Towards Multilingual and Multi-Domain Systems?

More in-language examples; more texts 
seen in pretraining
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Why Cultural Adaptation?

[Hershcovich+, ACL-22]

Common Ground: shared / common sense knowledge
Aboutness: what people care to convey and talk about

https://aclanthology.org/2022.acl-long.482.pdf


Why Cultural Adaptation?

● Mitigating conversational bias towards source-culture concepts 
and contexts
○ Tailgating in Germany?
○ Baseball discussions in Croatia?
○ “March Madness” in Turkey?

● Taking into account specificities of the target culture
○ Postcode patterns vs no postcodes at all?
○ Buses vs trains in public transport?

● Avoiding `atypical’ culturally ungrounded dialogues?
○ The concept of “gastropub” in Arabic-speaking countries?



(“Old School”) Task-Oriented Dialogue Systems



Preliminaries: Three Pillars of Dialogue (or any ML-Driven Tech)

Slide courtesy of: Inigo Casanueva

+ More efficient data usage
+ Less annotation effort
+ More accurate predictions

- Research-intensive and 
experimentation-intensive

+ Always improves performance

- Expensive to create
- Requires multiple cycles

+ Improves performance
+ Improves efficiency and 

‘semantic support’

- Requires some expertise, 
intuition and practice
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[Findings of ACL-23]



(Multilingual) Intent Detection



Multi-Label Intent Detection and Modular “Subintents”

● Reusability and composability (across domains)
● “Semantic sharing” and data-efficient generalisation
● Handling more complex scenarios (and with smaller intent sets)

(English-only) NLU++ [Casanueva et al., NAACL-HLT 2022]
 



Why Multi3NLU++?

Challenges:

● Enabling training and evaluation of multi-domain NLU models in multiple 
languages

● When data is scarce, it should be high quality

● Cross-lingual approaches should ideally make improvements across the 
‘resourceness’ spectrum

● No datasets for effective cross-domain and cross-lingual evaluation in 
realistic dialogue problems



What is Multi3NLU++?

Multi3NLU++, a dataset for dialogue NLU which is:

● Multi-lingual: English, Spanish, Turkish, Marathi, Amharic
● Multi-domain: BANKING and HOTELS (and COMBINED)
● Multi-intent: each example is labelled with multiple intents

(and also Multi-parallel, it should have been called Multi4NLU++)
● Realistic, conversational language

As a benchmark,  Multi3NLU++ allows for systematic, controlled comparison:
● across the languages with different levels of resources
● across domains – on seen and unseen intents
● across dialogue NLU tasks



What is in Multi3NLU++?



How was Multi3NLU++ Created?

Language selection: diverse level of ‘resourceness’, different language families, 
scripts and geographical spread

● Spanish - high-resource, Romance, Latin script
● Marathi - mid-resource, Indo-Aryan, Devanagari script
● Turkish - mid-resource, Turkic, Latin script
● Amharic - low-resource, Semitic, Ge’ez script

(p.s. Turkish is agglutinative vs synthetic/fusional languages)

Manual translation: 
Professional, aimed at preserving the colloquial nature of the English utterances

● Three translators per language 
● Slot span verification: IAA of ~90%



Some Modeling Paradigms in Comparison

+ (Then) state-of-the-art sentence encoders (e.g., LaBSE)
+ (Still) state-of-the-art multilingual encoders (e.g., XLM-R, mDeBERTa)
+ We also test standard (full) fine-tuning



A (Tiny) Sample of Results…

● QA-based models are better than MLP-based models and full fine-tuning
● Performance drop for all languages beyond English (although the training 

and test data are multi-parallel!)
● Amharic (MLP) and English (QA) are best sources for cross-lingual transfer



…with Some (More) General Empirical Findings
(there are many more in the paper)

● Overall trend across languages: with more training data we gain better 
performance both in-domain and cross-domain

● Language-specific: absolute numbers are indicative of resources available for 
pretraining of the model

● The gap between low- and high-resource languages is rooted in (i) the amount 
of in-task training data; (ii) representational power of multilingual models

● In the cross-domain setup high-resource languages benefit more from the 
increase in training data size than lower-resource languages

● Cross-domain cross-lingual generalisations: The lower-resource the language, 
the lower the performance 
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[TACL-23]



Two Main Goals

1. Get rid of translation-based and test “translation-free” 
data creation

…and get rid of negative effects of “translationese”…

2. Verify the ability to do (preliminary) cultural adaptation
…and its importance in dialogue

(Proof-of-concept work: the total cost of the whole dataset was £800)



Bottom-Up (Outline-Based) Dialogue Creation

Stage 1: Source Dialogue Sampling

Stage 2: Outline Generation

Stage 3: Dialogue Writing

Stage 4: Slot Span Validation



Stage 1: Source Dialogue Sampling 

Starting point: English Schema-Guided Dialogue (SGD) Dataset
● Readily available (abstracted) dialogue schemata

[Rastogi et al., arXiv-19]

● We randomly sample dialogues for 11 domains, 10
examples per intent

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.05855


Stage 2: Outline Generation 

(Some) Cultural Adaptation happens here:

● New York -> Jakarta
● American Airlines -> Garuda Indonesia
● $ -> Rp (Rupiah)
● …



Stage 3: Dialogue Writing from Outlines

Stage 4: Slot span verification (~99% agreement)



Impact of Outline-Based Creation and Cultural Adaptation?



● Improved naturalness, target-language fluency (Q2, Q3) and cultural familiarity of 
entities (Q4)

● Effects of “translationese” in direct translation output:
○ syntactic calques (“The meeting has been scheduled”), source lexical bias

● A/B Test with 15 human participants per language: COD-based dialogues are more 
natural-sounding (80%+ in all 4 languages)

Impact of Outline-Based Creation and Cultural Adaptation?



MT-Based Data Creation Inflates Performance

“Non-natural” alignment of data samples?

…and this is the consequence…
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[TACL-23]



Summary of Multilingual ToD Datasets

The need has been recognised
The solutions have been (too) quick or inadequate



Solutions Have Been (Too) Quick and Inadequate

GlobalWOZ is full of design-triggered issues and inconsistencies:

● Inconsistent script-switched and code-switched dialogues

● Erroneous slot-value annotations inconsistent with dialogue ontology 
and database

● Contextual inconsistencies

● Translation-based: automatic NMT for training data + PEMT for test data

● Test sets in different languages are not parallel 
+ A heuristic for selection of dialogues penalises lexical variation



Main Goals

1. Get rid of translation-based and collect “translation-free” 
data multilingually on a large scale

● High-quality training, dev, and test data (e.g., getting rid of 
GlobalWOZ-style issues)

2. Training, evaluation, and analysis of multilingual and 
cross-lingual ToD systems

● Multi-parallel, multi-lingual, multi-domain

(Not a proof-of-concept any more: the total cost of the whole dataset was ~£55,000)



Multi3WOZ Dataset Construction: Bottom-Up (again)

● “COD”-verified outline-based design!
● Cultural adaptation: 1. localization, 2. substitution



Example (Parallel) Dialogues

● Cultural adaptation: slot-value redistribution, slot-value randomization, 
controlled entity replacement
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[EMNLP-23]
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Multi3WOZ is multi-parallel and contains abundant (high-quality) training data: 

Analyses across different:

● Source and target languages (cross-lingual transfer)
● Domains (cross-domain transfer)
● Learning setups (“many”-shot vs few-shot vs zero-shot)



Preliminaries and Notation



Notions of Equivalence in Performance



(RQ1) Supervised, Translation-Based, Zero-Shot

RQ1) Given recent progress in multilingual LMs, 
machine translation, and cross-lingual transfer, is 
language-specific data still necessary for the 
development of a T O D system for a new language?



(RQ1) Supervised, Translation-Based, Zero-Shot

In-language data is crucial for performance



(RQ2) Intrinsic Bias in Multilingual Language Models

(RQ2) Given access to the same mPLMs, equivalent amounts 
of high-quality in-language training data, and a similar 
development approach as that used to create an English ToD 
dataset, is it possible to develop a ToD system for a new 
language that achieves near-English performance?



(RQ2) Intrinsic Bias in Multilingual Language Models

Intrinsic bias is prominent, but depends on task complexity as well as evaluation metrics…



(RQ2) Intrinsic Bias in Multilingual Language Models

Intrinsic bias is prominent, but also depends on the chosen model, and it also exists
with monolingual models



(RQ3) Adaptation Bias in Few-Shot Learning

(RQ3) How much training data is required in a new language 
to achieve performance comparable to a ToD system trained 
with an equivalent amount of in-domain, in-language data as 
in English?



(RQ3) Adaptation Bias in Few-Shot Learning

English is favoured even when it comes to collecting annotated task data…



(RQ4) Cost Efficiency in ToD Data Collection

(RQ4) Which data collection strategy maximises system
performance across metrics while minimising the amount of
annotation required? Such a strategy could optimise the
cost-efficiency of annotation for a new language.



(RQ4) Cost Efficiency in ToD Data Collection

Averages over the three target languages based on 5% of target language data 
sampled/created using one of the strategies

Tip: Be less random than random sampling
Future work: Active learning? More sophisticated heuristics?



Run Your Own Experiments and Analyses
Use DiaLight [Hu et al., NAACL-24: Demos]

DiaLight supports:
● fine-tuning and in-context learning for development
● a comprehensive and simple framework for human evaluation
● creation of interactive systems that you can chat with

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.02208


Cultural Adaptation in Dialogue is:

● Necessary

● Multi-Faceted / Multi-Layered

● Difficult

● Contextual

● Task-Specific

● Underexplored
○ Both from data and methodology angle



Achieving Multilingual (Performance) Equity in Dialogue is:

● Necessary

● Multi-Faceted / Multi-Layered

● Difficult

● Contextual

● Task-Specific

● Underexplored
○ Both from data and methodology angle



While we haven’t even scratched the surface of both. What about:

● Low-resource languages?

● Non-standard language varieties?

● Very complex and specific domains?

● Proper end-to-end learning (LLMs with RAG?)

● Many other types of equity (and more generally DEI) beyond performance only
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[NAACL-24]

Bonus: Tackling Data Scarcity with Data-Efficient Methods



QA-Based Instruction Tuning of “Small LLMs”



QA-Based Instruction Tuning of “Small LLMs”



QA-Based Formulation Wins

The results are on English-only 
NLU++

SQATIN is the most robust method
in low-resource setups and across 
the board



What about Multilingual and Cross-Lingual Setups?
Figures taken from [Razumovskaia et al., arXiv-24] (under review in TACL)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2403.01929


Towards Inclusive, Sustainable, Equitable Multilingual TOD

Deep 
(machine)
learning

Widening the global reach of NLP: Far-reaching technological and socioeconomic consequences

Plus Other Crucial Aspects: Cross-Cultural Adaptation, Multi-Modal Learning, Commonsense and World 
Knowledge, User Experience
 

Multilingual 
representation 
learning

Cross-lingual 
knowledge 
transfer

Transparency

Sample 
Efficiency Modularity Model 

Compactness
Fairness and 
Debiasing



The talk is largely based on the following papers:



Massive thanks to my co-authors!


